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Abstract. Web Directories consist of large collections of links to websites,
arranged by topic in different categories. The structure of Web Directories is
typically not flat, since there are hierarchical and non-hierarchical relationships
among topics. As a consequence, websites classified under certain topic may
be relevant to other topics. While some of these relevance relations are explicit,
most of them must be discovered by an analysis of the structure of these
directories. This paper proposes a family of models of relevance propagation in
Web Directories. An efficient computational framework for inferring implicit
relevance relations is described. The framework presented here combines the
use of matrices to represent relevance relations and the application of boolean
operations on these matrices to infer implicit relations. Nine different models
were computed for a portion of the Open Directory Project graph consisting
of more than half a million nodes and approximately 1.5 million edges of
different types. The models were compared by performing both a quantitative
and qualitative analysis on them. It is found that some general difficulties rule
out the possibility of defining flawless models of relevance propagation that only
take into account structural features of Web Directories.

1 Introduction

A Web Directory is a directory of webpages classified by topic into categories. Ex-
amples of Web Directories are Yahoo! Directory1, Open Directory Project (ODP)2, and
their derivatives, such as Google Directory3. While regular Web search is the most com-
mon way adopted by users to find information on a specific topic, Web Directories are
particularly useful to navigate through related topics, or when the user is not sure how
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to narrow her or his search from a broad category. Web Directories can help understand
how topics within a specific area are related and may suggest terms that are useful in
conducting a search. Besides being organized by topic, webpages classified in these di-
rectories have the advantages of having annotations (such as a description) and having
been evaluated by an editor. ODP, for instance, has 20,000 volunteer editors reviewing
websites and classifying them by topic.

Although Web Directories were originally conceived as a means to organize web-
pages to facilitate its navigation by humans, the content and structure of these directo-
ries are increasingly being used to serve other purposes. For instance, Google’s regular
Web search results are enhanced by information from Google Directory. ODP has been
used to train and test automatic classifiers [4,9], as the starting point to collect the-
matic material by topical crawlers [7,15], as a framework to understand the structure of
content-based communities on the Web [6], to implement Information Retrieval evalu-
ation platforms [3,12], to understand the evolution of communities in P2P search [1],
and to evaluate the emergent semantics of social tagging [14], among other applica-
tions. Many of these applications rely on identifying relevance or semantic similarity
relationships between webpages classified in ODP.

Relevance is a powerful concept employed in various subdisciplines within Com-
puter Science, especially in Artificial Intelligence and Information Science. An initial
analysis of the problem of defining the relevance between documents classified in a Web
Directory indicates that it essentially involves the problem of identifying non-obvious
relationships from the directory structure. Identifying these relationships in Web Direc-
tories is a challenging problem. The structure of Web Directories is typically not flat
since topics can be classified according to some taxonomic schema. Topic taxonomies
contain parent-child relationships between topics and their subtopics. However, rela-
tionship schemes other than parent-child hierarchies are also common. For example, the
ODP ontology is more complex than a simple tree. Some topics have multiple criteria to
classify subtopics. The “Business” category, for instance, is subdivided by types of or-
ganizations (cooperatives, small businesses, major companies, etc.) as well as by areas
(automotive, health care, telecom, etc.). Furthermore, ODP has various types of cross-
reference links between categories, so that a node may have multiple parent nodes, and
even cycles are present. The combination of different kinds of links gives rise to in-
tricate relations among topics. While some of these relations are explicitly given by
the existing links most of them remain implicit. Currently, ODP contains more than
one million categories, making the problem of automatically deriving implicit relations
between topics computationally very hard.

The goal of this paper is twofold: (1) to present a family of computational models
to efficiently derive implicit relationships among topics from the structure of these
directories, and (2) to analyze the limitations of these models and discuss ways to
overcome them.

2 Representing the Structure of a Web Directory Graph

A Web Directory Graph is a directed graph of nodes representing topics. Each node
contains objects representing documents (webpages). A Web Directory Graph has a
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hierarchical(tree) component made by “is-a” links, and non-hierarchical components
made by cross links of different types.

For example, the ODP ontology is a directed graphG = (V,E) where:

– V is a set of nodes, representing topics containing documents;
– E is a set of edges between nodes inV , partitioned into three subsetsT , S andR,

such that:
• T corresponds to the hierarchical component of the ontology,
• S corresponds to the non-hierarchical component made of “symbolic” cross

links,
• R corresponds to the non-hierarchical component made of “related” cross

links.

Figure 1 shows a simple example of a Web Directory Graph extracted from
ODP. In this graph, the setV contains topic nodes such asREFERENCE, EDUCA-
TION, SCHOOL SAFETY, LABS AND EXPERIMENTS, etc. The subsetT corresponding
to the hierarchical component of the Web Directory Graph contains edges such as
(TOP,REFERENCE), (REFERENCE,EDUCATION), (EDUCATION,SCHOOL SAFETY), etc. In
this example there is a “symbolic” edge:(SCIENCE FAIRS,SCIENCE) and two “related”
edges:(LABS AND EXPERIMENTS,SCIENCE FAIRS) and(SCIENCE,PUZZLES).

TOP

REFERENCE SCIENCE SHOPPING GAMES

EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES

TOYS AND
GAMES

SCIENCE

T (taxonomy edge)
S (symbolic edge)    
R (related edge)

….. ….. …..

SCIENCE
FAIRS

PUZZLESEDUCATION

SCHOOL 
SAFETY

LABS AND
EXPERIMENTS

JIGSAW

Fig. 1. Illustration of a Web Directory Graph extracted from ODP.

As a starting point, we say that topictj is relevant to topicti if there is an edge of
some type from topicti to topictj . In the Web Directory Graph from figure 1, we can
say that the topicSCHOOL SAFETY is relevant to the topicEDUCATION, or that the topic
SCIENCE FAIRS is relevant to the topicLABS AND EXPERIMENTS, among other examples.

However, to derive implicit (indirect) topic relevance relations, transitive relations
between edges should also be considered. An analysis of some examples leads us to
conclude that while relevance relations are consistently preserved through hierarchical
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links, it is necessary to impose certain constraints on how the non-hierarchical links
can participate in the transitive relations. Allowing an arbitrary number of cross links is
infeasible because it would relate each topic to almost every other topic. Take for exam-
ple the portion of ODP shown in 1. In this example there is a path involving three edges
between topics REFERENCE/EDUCATION/SCHOOL SAFETY/LABS AND EXPERIMENTS

and GAMES/PUZZLES but the relevance of the second topic to the first one is ques-
tionable. On the other hand, there are other indirect paths that preserve relevance,
as is the case for the path of length three betweenSHOPPING/TOYS AND GAMES and
GAMES/PUZZLES/JIGSAWS.

The question addressed here is: Can we automatically derive non-obvious relevance
relations among topics? Our goal is to impose certain constraints on how cross links can
participate in each path in such a way that we capture the non-hierarchical components
of a Web Directory Graph while preserving meaning.

In order to build our computational models of relevance propagation we start by
numbering the topics inV as t1, t2, . . . , tn, and by representing the Web Directory
Graph structure by means of adjacency matrices. A matrixT is used to represent the
hierarchical structure of an ontology. MatrixT codifies edges inT and is defined as
Tij = 1 if (ti, tj) ∈ T andTij = 0 otherwise. The non-hierarchical components
corresponding to the “symbolic” and “related” edges of the ODP graph are represented
by matricesS andR, respectively. MatrixS is defined so thatSij = 1 if (ti, tj) ∈ S
andSij = 0 otherwise. The matrixR is defined analogously, asRij = 1 if (ti, tj) ∈ R
andRij = 0 otherwise.

3 Models of Relevance Propagation

Having codified the different components of the ODP graph as matricesT, S andR, we
proceed to address the question of how these matrices can be used to capture the notion
of relevance. In the following, we present different models of relevance propagation and
analyze some of their properties.

3.1 Explicit Relevance Relations

Consider the logical∨ operation on matrices, defined as[A ∨B]ij = Aij ∨Bij , and
let M1 be computed as follows:

M1 = T ∨ S ∨R ∨ I,

whereI is the identity matrix. MatrixM1 is the adjacency matrix of graphG augmented
with 1s on the diagonal. While matrixM1 accounts for all the explicit relevance rela-
tions existing in ODP it fails to capture many indirect relevance relations that result
from applying transitive closures or combining relations of different types.

3.2 Transitive Closure on the Hierarchical Component

In order to compose relations, we will use the boolean product of matrices defined as
follows:

[A⊗B]ij =
∨
k

(Aik ∧Bkj).
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Let T(0) = I, and letT(r+1) = T⊗T(r).
Matrix T(r) codifies all the paths of lengthr between topics. We define the closure

of T, denotedT∗, as follows:

T∗ =
∞∨

r=0

T(r)

Matrix T∗ codifies all the paths (of any length) existing between pairs of topics follow-
ing “is-a” links. Since there is a finite number of topics, matrixT∗ can be computed in
a finite number of steps. In this matrix,T∗

ij = 1 if tj belongs to the the topic subtree
rooted atti, andT∗

ij = 0 otherwise.
Since we have observed that relevance relations are consistently preserved through

the “is-a” links it is reasonable to compute the transitive closureT∗ and augment it
with the matrices representing the “symbolic” and “related” links. This gives rise to our
second model of relevance:

M2 = T∗ ∨ S ∨R.

In this new model, topictj is relevant to topicti if (1) there is a path from topic
ti to topic tj involving “is-a” links only, or (2) there is a “symbolic” or “related” link
from topic ti to topic tj . ModelM2 is a conservative model in the sense that it prop-
agates relevance through the hierarchical component of the ODP graph only, while the
participation of cross-links is restricted to explicit (direct) relevance relations.

A question that arises next is whether cross links can be included in indirect paths
while preserving meaning. We have observed earlier (figure 1) that relevance is often
lost if an arbitrary number of cross links are added to a path. Therefore, for the relevance
propagation models to be plausible certain constraints should be imposed.

Below we formulate a family of plausible models of relevance propagation, which
result from extending the previous models.

3.3 Propagating Cross-Links throughout the Taxonomy

A simple way to incorporate cross links into the model is by propagating them up-
wards or downwards through the taxonomy. If we want to propagate relevance relations
induced by cross links towards the root, we obtain the following model of relevance:

M3 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨R ∨ I).

Alternatively, if we propagate relevance relations induced by cross links towards the
leaves of the taxonomy we obtain the following model:

M4 = (S ∨R ∨ I)⊗T∗.

Finally, we can propagate relevance relations induced by cross links throughoutall
the taxonomy, but allowing a single cross link in each path. This results in the following
model:

M5 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨R ∨ I)⊗T∗.
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T (taxonomy edge)
S (symbolic edge)    

R (related edge)

M1 M2 M3 M4

M5 M6 M7 M8

T* (taxonomy closure)

source node
target node

M9

Fig. 2.Possible paths from source node to target nodes in different models of relevance
propagation.

In previous work, modelM5 of relevance propagation has been applied in the compu-
tation of semantic similarity measures with good results [13].

Another question that arises is whether relevance relations should be sym-
metric. The hierarchical component of the ODP graph (i.e., “is-a” links) codifies
relevance relations from a child topic to its parent topic that in most of the cases
are non-symmetric. In the meantime, since duplication of URLs is disallowed,
“symbolic” links are a way to represent multiple memberships, for example the fact
that the pages in topicSHOPPING/TOYS AND GAMES/SCIENCE also belong to topic
SCIENCE/EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES/SCIENCE FAIRS. Therefore, “symbolic” links also
codify parent-child relationships which, as is the case with “is-a” links, are gener-
ally non-symmetric. On the other hand, “related” links appear to codify symmetric
relevance relations. Consequently, a new model of relevance can be formulated by
making the “related” links bidirectional. This is achieved by extending the set of
cross-link matrices withRT, i.e., the transpose ofR, resulting in the following model
of relevance propagation:

M6 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨R ∨RT ∨ I)⊗T∗.

Alternative models can be obtained by imposing additional constraints or by re-
laxing some. In general, “related” links appear to be weaker than the other types of
links. We can reflect this in a new model that results from disallowing the downward
propagation of “related” links:

M7 = (T∗ ⊗ (S ∨ I)⊗T∗) ∨ (T∗ ⊗ (R ∨RT ∨ I)).

A generalization ofM7 is M8, where both “symbolic” and “related” links are
allowed to simultaneously participate in the same path:
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M8 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨ I)⊗T∗ ⊗ (R ∨RT ∨ I).

Thereis a plethora of ways in which these models can be constrained or amplified.
For example, we could allow up ton “symbolic” links as is shown in the following
generalization ofM8:

M9 = T∗ ⊗ (T ∨ S ∨ I)n ⊗T∗ ⊗ (R ∨RT ∨ I).

Figure 2 shows possible relevance paths from a source to a target node according
to the different models. Various models have been considered, but the ones discussed
above capture the most interesting or salient aspects of the notion of relevance propa-
gation analyzed here.

4 Analyzing the Models

4.1 Quantitative Analysis
The proposed models were computed for the ODP ontology. The portion of the ODP
graph we have used for our analysis consists of 571,148 topic nodes (only theWORLD

and REGIONAL categories were discarded). The following table shows the size of the
components of the graph used in our analysis.

Component Size
V 571,148nodes
T 571,147 edges
S 545,805 edges
R 380,264 edges

In order to quantitatively compare the different models, we looked at the number of
relevance relations between pairs of topics induced by each model. This comparison is
shown in the following table.

Model Number of relations
M1 = T ∨ S ∨R ∨ I 2,068,364
M2 = T∗ ∨ S ∨R. 5,502,581
M3 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨R ∨ I) 7,072,930
M4 = (S ∨R ∨ I)⊗T∗ 71,443,444
M5 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨R ∨ I)⊗T∗ 170,573,370
M6 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨R ∨RT ∨ I)⊗T∗ 174,534,253
M7 = (T∗ ⊗ (S ∨ I)⊗T∗) ∨ (T∗ ⊗ (R ∨RT ∨ I)) 14,177,359
M8 = T∗ ⊗ (S ∨ I)⊗T∗ ⊗ (R ∨RT ∨ I) 16,915,322
M9 = T∗ ⊗ (T ∨ S ∨ I)n ⊗T∗ ⊗ (R ∨RT ∨ I) with n = 4 37,609,462

The above comparison table reveals a wide variation in the number of relevance
relations induced by each model. In addition, we computed the number of differences
among the models, and observed that for some pairs of models, such asM6 andM9,
the number of differences is as large as 177,799,003.
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4.2 Qualitative Analysis
Having observed that the models produced quantitatively different characterizations
of the notion of relevance, we proceeded to perform an analysis of the quality of the
relations induced by each.

An important theoretical observation is that the set of models form a partial order
under the relation “Mm ≤ Mn if and only if [Mm]ij = 1 implies [Mn]ij = 1 for
all i, j”. The resulting partial order is depicted in figure 3 and can be easily shown to
hold by analyzing the definition of each model as well as the definitions of the∨ and⊗
operators.4

M1

M2

M3 M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

Fig. 3.Partial order on the set of models.

In order to dig deeper into the qualitative aspects of each model, we implemented
a visualization tool. This tool was used in combination with the computed matrices to
identify pairs of topics in which different models disagreed regarding the existence or
absence of a relevance relation between them. Once conflicting topics were identified
in the models, the visualization tool allowed us to visualize these topics and the set of
webpages associated with them. This helped us to address the problem of which models
produce the most accurate characterization of the notion of relevance.

Relevance is a highly subjective concept [5,2]. After an initial pilot experiment
we observed low levels of agreement in relevance judgements between the human
evaluators. To further complicate the task of evaluating the different models, we
noticed that even for the same judge a relevance relation that existed at a certain
point of time, may disappear later, or vice versa. Despite these discrepancies, for a
good number of pairs of topics there was a clear agreement concerning the existence
or absence of an implicit relevance relation. For example, in figure 1 the existence
of an implicit relevance relation between the topicGAMES/PUZZLES/JIGZAW and
the topic SHOPPING/TOYS AND GAMES is unquestionable, yet only modelsM5 and
M6 capture this relation. On the other hand, there is not a clear relevance relation
between the topicsARTS/ART HISTORY/MOVEMENTS/IMPRESSIONISM and SOCI-
ETY/ORGANIZATIONS/STUDENTS in figure 4 despite the facts that the less conservative
models (M5, M6,M7,M8 andM9), would indicate the existence of such a relation.

4 Furthermore,this is consistent with the models computed using the ODP graph.
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TOP

SOCIETY
ARTS

ART HISTORY

T (taxonomy edge)
S (symbolic edge)    

…..
ORGANIZATIONS

STUDENT

ACADEMIC

COMPETITIONS

MOVEMENTS

IMPRESSIONISM

Fig. 4.A questionable relation in ODP.

Instances similar to the one illustrated in figure 4 are pervasive in ODP. This high-
lights the fact the less conservative schemes of relevance propagation are not robust
because a few unreliable cross links make significant global changes to the relevance
propagation models. On the other hand, the most conservative schemes are incomplete,
and hence unable to derive many useful relevance relations induced by the less conser-
vative ones.

5 Discussion

The above analysis leads us to conclude that while some models are better predictors
than others of the existence or absence of relevance relations, none of them is flawless.
This points to the fact that despite being a key concept in Artificial Intelligence and
Information Science, relevance is a fuzzy and subtle notion, difficult, if not impossible,
to formalize using structural aspects only.

There are a number of ways in which the proposed models of relevance propagation
can be improved. For instance, the less conservative models could be combined with
mechanisms that prevent them from deriving relevance relations between two topics
unless an analysis of the topics’ content suggests a connection between them. This
analysis could be based on the text describing the topics, which is available in ODP.
Another source of content are the features of the websites associated with the topics,
such as the text, the outgoing links, the incoming link or a combination of all.

Another possible improvement is the extension of the proposed models to fuzzy
models of relevance propagation. Different types of edges have different roles, and one
way to distinguish these roles is to assign them weights. Then, the weightwij ∈ [0, 1]
for an edge between topicti and tj can be interpreted as an explicit measure of the
degree of membership oftj in the family of topics rooted atti. In order to propagate
relevance, the boolean product of matrices⊗ will need to be replaced by some fuzzy
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operator. For example, we could use the MaxProduct fuzzy composition operator [10]
defined on matrices as follows:

[A�B]ij = max
k

(Aik ·Bkj).

The elementMij resulting from propagating relevance in the new fuzzy models will
be interpreted as a fuzzy relevance relation of topictj to topicti. For ceratin weighting
schemes, the distance between two topics in the directory will have an impact on their
relevance value.

6 Conclusions

This paper addressed the problem of inferring relevance relations between topics in a
Web Directory Graph by looking at structural features of the graph only. We proposed
nine different models of relevance propagation and computed them for a huge graph
consisting of more than half a million nodes. This resulted in a challenging compu-
tational task, for which we implemented dedicated efficient algorithms. The resulting
models were analyzed from both a quantitative and qualitative perspective.

While some models appear to better approximate the notion of relevance than oth-
ers, certain general difficulties appear to rule out the possibility of defining precise
models of relevance propagation by considering structural aspects only. This result has
interesting practical and theoretical consequences as many existing methods attempt to
identify implicit semantic relations in network representations by looking only at the
structure or topology of the network (e.g., [17,19]). This calls for the investigation and
development of mechanisms that integrate structural aspects with other aspects (such as
content) to derive enhanced models of relevance propagation.

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to model the notion of relevance
in a Web Directory Graph. However, this problem is related to the problem of estimat-
ing semantic similarity in a network representation of words, concepts or topics. Many
proposals have addressed this problem by computing path distances between the nodes
in the network (e.g. [19]). Other proposals estimate semantic similarity in a taxonomy
based on the notion of information content [20,11]. These measures of semantic sim-
ilarity have several desirable properties and a solid theoretical justification. However,
because they are defined for taxonomies organized in a tree structure, they fail to capture
many semantic relationships induced by the non-hierarchical components (“symbolic”
and “related” links) existing in a Web Directory Graph such as ODP. More recently,
an information theoretic measure of semantic similarity that accounts for both the hi-
erarchical and non-hierarchical components of ODP has been proposed in [13] with
satisfactory results. Models of relevance propagation have also been used to improve
Web search. Some of these models combine content information with the link struc-
ture available in hypertext collections to rank webpages [21,8]. Other models improve
the content representation of a page by applying content-based propagation between
webpages through the Web structure [18].

Computational models of relevance propagation do not need to be limited to topic
ontologies and Web search. Identifying relatedness relations in other ontologies requires
appropriate mechanisms to model different kinds of ontology components and their
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interactions.For example, the Gene Ontology5 has two kinds of hierarchical edges (“is-
a” and “part-of”). On the other hand, the WordNet ontology6 has a much richer typology
of relations. This includes semantic relations between synsets (synonym sets) such
as hypernym, hyponym, meronym and holonym as well as lexical relations between
senses of words (members of synsets) such as antonym, “also see”, derived forms and
participle.

The applicability of the proposed models of relevance propagation to the area of Ar-
tificial Intelligence and Information Science is extensive and multifarious. Since much
of a reasoner’s knowledge can be expressed in terms of relevance relations, a computa-
tional model of relevance propagation is a useful tool for the design of common-sense
reasoning and decision-making tools .

Information Science research also builds much of its results on the notion of rel-
evance [16]. In this field, relevance often refers to the extent to which the topic of a
result matches the topic of the query. The most widely used performance measures for
evaluating information retrieval methods are defined in terms of relevance. In tradi-
tional approaches users or hired evaluators provide manual assessments of relevance.
However, these approaches are neither efficient nor reliable since they do not scale with
the complexity and heterogeneity of available digital information. Editor-driven Web
Directories have enabled the design of automatic evaluation frameworks [3,12] where
the relevance of a document to a query is determined by the category of the document
in the topic directory. These evaluation frameworks can highly benefit from the use of
relevance propagation models.

As part of our future work we plan to improve the proposed models with additional
features extracted from the websites associated with the topics and to perform controlled
user studies to gain further insight into which of the models are the most accurate
predictors of human judgements of relevance.
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